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Subject: Re: Best of 2015 vote
Posted by: pijon
Posted on: 2016/2/3 18:53:21

Quote:

JrMcDeath wrote:
I was going to, sarcastically, say... hey, what about me?  And then I looked... it has been over 2
years since my last post.  DOH!!!

Good luck to all!!!

AND PEOPLE......VOTE!

Damn, Jr... Now I'm thinkin' I'm so wishing I had thought to do a collage of white rectangles called the
Best of the No-shows! 
 ...but I did give you a slight nod. Though your name didn't make the artists list, your character Killer
Bee (drawn by Taz) made my Best of Original Characters piece. 

Quote:

StarChild wrote:
i dunno guys. I'm having a tough time with this one. I never really approached this challenge like it
was a contest and find it hard to judge it that way either but rather more of an artist tribute similar to
the Inspiration Maps we did a while back. Not to sound snooty but basically all these are the same
[save for pijon who broke his down to categories] and most of them have the same images. while i
did vote for one i easily could have picked any of them. So why the rant? No reason i suppose, just
wanted some attention since I cant post any artwork for a while. 
Fantastic job not only to everyone who participated but also to all the great artists whose works were
chosen.

I agree that everybody did a terrific job on this one! I do see what you're saying , Star. I definitely
think this one was more about tribute and gallery pride and less about competition. I certainly wasn't
doing this to try to do this to win and in many ways, thought this the opposite of a competion since it
seemed that for all the participants, it was more about paying tribute to others. I think of the vote as
just part of how all the challenges are done but I can see how you would view them all as similar
though I must say that I always have a hard time picking my vote for every challenge poll. Still, while I
thought we all mostly approached this the same way and I really enjoyed being reminded of all those
great pics in every entry, there was one, that for me, took a little more thoughtful and original
approach to the challenge (certainly not mine!) than the rest so the decision is personally a little
easier than usual but I can see your dilemma too. 
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